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!Brief introduction to current status 
!Why keep running? 
!LHC upgrade paths 
!Detector implications
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ATLAS Detector Overview
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Length: 46m
Radius: 12m

Weight: ~7,000 tons
~108 electronic channels
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LHC Future
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LS2 starting in 2019 => 24 months + 3 months BC 
LS3 LHC: starting in 2024 => 30 months + 3 months BC

Injectors: in 2025 => 13 months + 3 months BC

Beam commissioning

Technical stop

Shutdown
Physics

Run 3 Run 4

LHC roadmap: according to MTP 2016-2020 V2



High Luminosity LHC Schedule



Why more data?
!Simple Answer:  

Interesting processes are very rare, need lots and lots 
of pp collisions to see any of this stuff 

!More Nuanced (and highly abridged): 
"If Dark Matter is of particle origin, good chance the 

LHC can produce it 
"Understand why Higgs is relatively light 
"Is there really just one Higgs? 
"Measure the Higgs potential 
"The completely unexpected…



Supersymmetry (one example)
! Explains first 3 bullets on last slide 
! Every known particle has an (unobserved) superparticle 

partner with fermion - boson symmetry 
"masses can be high enough to be unseen 
"lightest could be stable (dark matter)

top loops give huge modifications  
to the Higgs mass, hard to explain 125 GeV

Adding SUSY stop loops exactly cancels  
the top loop at the highest energies



Supersymmetry Searches

ATLAS stop limits  
(shaded is excluded) 

No stop seen  
below ~1 TeV  

with LSP < 300 GeV



Energy and Luminosity
To extend reach, there are two possibilities 

!Increase the LHC collision energy 
"Most expensive/complicated upgrade 
"Helps most to extend mass reach 

!Increase the LHC luminosity 
"Easier upgrade (HL-LHC) 
"More data to probe more rare processes 
"Also helps mass reach somewhat



Why High Energy?

E = mc
2

High Energy High Mass



Quark/Gluon Collider!
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What is in a proton?

up & down quarks 
+ gluons 
+ anti-u and anti-d  
+ s/c/b quarks  

PDF ~ probability of   
“finding” an object  
with momentum  
fraction x 

Gluons dominate 
below x ~ 0.2 



Interesting things are rare

!Generally highest rates  
from gluon-gluon 

!Each process can be  
calculated within some  
theory to give  
prediction of rate 

!Massive final states  
less likely due to PDFs



Di-Jet Events

mjj = 8.1 TeV

Jet pT: 3.1 TeV each



Di-Jet Search

“Bump Hunting” 

Run out of events  
around 7-8 TeV 

x10 lumi might 
extend this by ~1 TeV



Di-Muon Event
mµµ = 1.4 TeV



Di-Lepton Search

Distribution goes  
to lower mass just 
because µ+µ- rates  

are much less likely  
than dijets  

at high masses

x10 lumi might 
extend this to ~3 TeV



LHC Upgrade Paths



Collision Energy
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Magnetic Fields 
Superconducting 

Dipoles
p = q B R

8.3 Tesla → 7 TeV/beam 
(needs 12 kA current)

Peak energy really limited by magnet  
technology (B) and size of ring (R)



2° K
-456° F

LHC Superconducting 
Dipole Magnet

World’s largest refrigerator:
60 tons of liquid Helium

10,000 tons of liquid Nitrogen



Energy Upgrade

!Need new magnet alloy technology 
"Current dipoles use Nb-Ti saturates ~ 8-10T 
"Nb3Sn promising, could reach ~ 15-20T  

but currently much more expensive 
"Higher fields (~30T)  

with very exotic materials

HL-LHC final focus  
quadrupoles are being  
built with Nb3Ti, have 
so far reached 12.5 T





!f - revolution freq. - c/(2πR) = 11.245 kHz  
!n - bunches per beam - up to ~ 2800 
!Ni - protons per bunch - ~ 1011 
!A - cross-sectional beam area at collision  

currently ~ (10 µm)2

Road to Luminosity

L = fn
N1N2

A



2017 Collision parameters



HL-LHC Luminosity goals

!Run2 goal: 1 x 1034 cm-2s-1 (50% above now) 
!Run3 goal: 2 x 1034 cm-2s-1 (may reach in `17) 
!HL-LHC goal: 5-7 x 1034 cm-2s-1 

!Focus beams more tightly at interaction points 
"Significant upgrades to the injector chain  

(this will happen in 2019-20) 
"New higher-field focusing magnets 
"Improved collimators (rebuild IRs, 2024)



ATLAS Detector Upgrades



Pileup

!LHC luminosity is high enough that each  
crossing contains >> 1 pp collisions 

!Currently µ ~ 45 at start of fill (highest L) 
!2 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 would be µ ~ 60 
!HL-LHC would be µ ~ 200

P (n;µ) =
µne�µ

n!

This is the biggest detector  
challenge and drives  
our upgrade strategy



Inelastic pp scattering
Expect ~ 109 per second at design luminosity

About 30 per bunch crossing!

Note: fisheye view!



20 pp  
Interactions



200 pp Interactions (simulated)



Trigger Challenge

!Can’t save every event (40 MHz x 2 MB/ev) 
!Lots of junk at lower energies 
!Use trigger system to find events with 

particularly interesting features 
"leptons: electrons, muons, or taus 
"missing energy (neutrinos, LSP, …) 
"very high energy jets or photons 

!These are proxies for heavy SM particles  
(W & Z bosons, Higgs, top quarks, …)



ATLAS Cross-Section

Tracking
(momentum, charge)

Calorimeter
(energy)

Muon 
Detectors



! Must look for signatures every bunch crossing (25ns) 
! Coarse-grained information, limited resolution 
! Very high-speed digital processing  to local regions (FPGAs) 

! L1 Trigger 
" Calorimeter and Muon only 
" Simple matching algorithms 
" Input rate 40 MHz 
" Output rate 100 kHz 
" All detector data stored  

in local buffers for ~2 µs

Finding Leptons

L1 Trigger View



Lepton Triggers

! Lots of junk at low momentum 
"Want to raise thresholds to keep  

rate from blowing up 
! Physics objects have an upper  

momentum limit 
"W/Z bosons:  pT < 40 GeV  
"Raising thresholds loses signal 
"For muons, current L1 granularity can’t  

distinguish pT above ~ 20 GeV 
! Resolution near threshold a huge issue - dominates L1 rates 
! Can make combinations of objects to improve rate

43



L1 Muon Triggers
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L1 Muon Triggers (pT > 20 GeV) in Run1

Problem: only get one plane  
of direction information

Solution: replace small wheel



New Small Wheel
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Existing Small Wheel in 2008
! Major construction project 

"New detector technology  
to handle higher hit densities 

"All new electronics 
! Currently under construction 
! To be installed in 2019-2021



L1 Calorimeter Triggers
! Pileup brings much more energy into the calorimeter 
! Fluctuations can look like electrons and photons 
! Improve energy resolution with finer granularity (2019) 
! May go to full granularity at trigger level for HL-LHC 
! Improved processors to look at entire calorimeter at once

Now: 0.1 x 0.1 towers Upgraded LAr trigger: more granularity

L0 CALO 

Forward region: 
•  Possible changes in FCAL granularity to improve forward jet triggers for VBF/

VBS. 
•  Electron & photon identification also considered. 
FEX processing revised to: 

•  improve algorithms, based on Run-3 experience;  
•  e.g. utilise Tile layers; revise forward jets (FCAL granularity). 

•  adjust for the Global processor and the relaxed latency constraint. 
I/O: 
•  New inputs from upgraded Tile readout and revised inputs from LAr. 
•  Insufficient bandwidth to add HGTD or LAr strip processing: move to Global. 

5 
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HL-LHC Trigger Architecture
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Driven by need  
to trigger on leptons

from W/Z bosons



New Tracking Detector
!Tracker can’t cope with particle rate at HL-LHC 
!Also will die from radiation exposure 
!Proposal is to replace it with all-silicon tracker  

(and likely extend the forward coverage as well) 
!Design being finalized, still need to secure funding…

Biggest part of ATLAS  
upgrade in 2024



200 pp Interactions (simulated)



Upgrade Summary
! Mainly driven by need to be able to keep triggers for 

interesting events 
! Also major tracking detector replacement due to 

radiation damage

Now Run3
(2021)

HL-LHC
(2026)

Lumi (1034) 1.5 2+ 7
Pileup 45 60+ 200

L1 Rate 100 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz
L1 Lepton pT 25 GeV 30 GeV 25 GeV
Logging Rate 1 kHz 1 kHz 10 kHz

Detector
Upgrades

NSW
L1 Calo

New Tracker
More L1 Calo



More Upgrade Challenges
! Reconstruction of µ ~ 200 events difficult 

"Need significant speedup to offline reconstruction 
"May have to give up full reconstruction of every event 

! Overall HL-LHC detector upgrade ~ $1M internationally 
"US share ~$200M spending should start soon 
"Onerous project approval process underway 
"Not the best budget climate in DC right now 

! Lots of people are busy operating the existing detector 
"Completing R&D program to finalize HL-LHC design  

needs lots of effort, risk of cannibalizing existing operations


